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Abstract: Ad Hoc networks are the networks that have mobile nodes which communicate with each other through wireless medium
without any fixed infrastructure. MANET is a type of ad hoc network that has no centralized control and consists of mobile platforms
which are free to move arbitrarily. In mobile ad hoc network, the nodes are mobile and inter-node connectivity may change frequently
during normal operation. The MANET has a problem of sending the number of multilevel channels to one network to another network.
Also, address assignment for each node in the MANET is a key challenge due to the lack of infrastructure. Finally this problem makes
addressing collisions and multilevel channel conflicts. To overcome the address collisions and multilevel channel conflicts, we propose
the tumbling multilevel channel conflicts and Filter based addressing protocol. Channel allowance is an elementary affair of resource
activity that aggregates the comprehension and extent of attendants. As dormant channel apportionment misses the heuristic
applications to allot the channels to the cages headed channel assignment behaves beneficially inferior leaden traffic. Address
assignment is a key challenge in ad hoc networks due to the lack of infrastructure. Autonomous addressing protocols require a
distributed and self-managed mechanism to avoid address collisions in a dynamic network with fading channels, frequent partitions,
and joining/leaving nodes. We propose and analyze a lightweight protocol that configures mobile ad hoc nodes based on a distributed
address database stored in filters that reduces the control load and makes the proposal robust to packet losses and network partitions.
We evaluate the performance of our protocol, considering joining nodes, partition merging events, and network initialization.
Keywords: Mobile Ad Hoc Networks, Channel conflicts, frequency reuse, auto-configuration protocol, address collision, network

management.

1. Introduction

2. Relevance

MANET is a type of ad hoc network that can change
locations and configure itself on the fly. Because MANETS
are mobile, they use wireless connections to connect to
various networks. This is in contrast with the topology of the
existing Internet, where the router topology is essentially
static. The MANET has a problem of sending the number of
multilevel channels to one network to another network. Also,
address assignment for each node in the MANET is a key
challenge due to the lack of infrastructure. Finally this
problem makes addressing collisions and multilevel channel
conflicts. To overcome the address collisions and multilevel
channel conflicts, we propose the tumbling multilevel
channel conflicts and Filter based addressing protocol [1][2].
First method is tumbling multilevel channel conflicts. It
depends on three steps: calculates number of loops in the
network, using a multi channel sorting algorithm, and then
apply an algorithm for 3C approach for allocating the
conflict free channels. These three algorithms calculate the
number of channels and assign the demand value. They are
sorting the channels by the demand value by using a
multilevel channel sorting algorithm and allocating to send
the channels by using the 3C algorithm [2]. Second proposed
method is Filter based addressing protocol. This protocol
aims to dynamically auto configure network addresses,
resolving collisions with a low control load, even in joining
or merging events. It uses a distributed compact filter to
represent the current set of allocated addresses. By
simulation it is proved that the proposed method reduces the
address collisions and multi level channel conflicts in Mobile
Ad Hoc Networks [1].

Before implementing addressing protocol for node auto
configuration we see that how to reduce the Multilevel
Channel Conflicts in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks. Channel
allowance is an elementary affair of resource activity that
aggregates the comprehension and extent of attendants. As
dormant channel apportionment misses the heuristic
applications to allot the channels to the cages, headed
channel assignment behaves beneficially inferior leaden
traffic. Assiduous channel allowance apprises behaves
inferior brightness as well as alleviated traffic [2].
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Autonomous addressing protocols require a distributed and
self-managed mechanism to avoid address collisions in a
dynamic network with fading channels, frequent partitions,
and joining/leaving nodes. Address assignment is a key
challenge in ad hoc networks due to the lack of
infrastructure. We propose and analyze a lightweight
protocol that configures mobile ad hoc nodes based on a
distributed address database stored in filters that reduces the
control load and makes the proposal robust to packet losses
and network partitions [1].
We evaluate the performance of addressing protocol,
considering joining nodes, partition merging events, and
network initialization. Addressing protocol resolves all the
address collisions and also reduces the control traffic when
compared to previously proposed protocols. The proposed
mechanism for node is able to allot the conflict free channels
only for four cells clusters architecture and seven cells
cluster arrangement and consequences arises that allocated
channels are conflict free and based on the compatibility
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matrix which is allocation methodology.

Figure 1: 4 cells and 7 cells cluster

3. Multilevel Channel Conflicts with Robust
Addressing Protocol in MANETs
3.1 Multilevel Channel Conflicts in MANETs
WiMax / UMTS infrastructure is observing for expediency
of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks. The core analysis challenge in
WiMax is about the anode allowance. Additionally destined
to deficient anode affiliate and bulky amplification in mobile
consumers, the difficulty of contest free channels allocation
dovetails very arrogant. Hence, the main objective of this
thesis is to reduce the Multilevel Channel Conflicts in
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks [2]. Channel allowance is an
elementary affair of resource activity that aggregates the
comprehension and extent of attendants. As dormant channel
apportionment misses the heuristic applications to allot the
channels to the cages. Headed channel assignment behaves
beneficially inferior leaden traffic. Assiduous channel
allowance apprises behaves inferior brightness as well as
alleviated traffic. To advance the benefit of the channel
chunk we try an alloyed application for channel allowance in
which FCA and DCA apprises coupled will work
concomitantly. The results depict that the proposed
mechanism is able to allot the conflict free channels to all
enclosures according to the constraint of the enclosures. This
allocation is able to reduce the conflicts in multi level
channels in ad hoc networks.
Cluster Formation
Frequency reuse is possible only with the help of reuse
distance. Reused distance is defined as the distance between
the two cells using the same channel. It is denoted by D [20].
There is a close relationship between the reuse distance D,
radius of cell R and the number of cells N of a cluster i.e
D=√3N R
---- (1)
So reuse factor will be,
D/R=√3N
---- (2)
So minimum distance ratio required for clustering for co
channel is √3N. The number of cells, N per cluster is given
by N= i2+ij+j2. Here i denotes the number of cells along the
direction i from center of a cell and j denotes number of cells
at 600 to the direction of i and the value of N [1] will be
1,3,4,7,9,12,13,16…. The size of cluster of 1 is possible but
in this concept of reuse is violated because high degree of
interference and maximum cell size is possible 100
kilometers. Ideal cell size possible is from 100 meters to 20
kilometers. 100 meters for highly dense areas of
metropolitan cities and 20 km is for urban areas. But in
practical cluster size is 7 and most of the service providers
are using this size.
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Figure 2: Frequency Reuse
Frequency Reuse is the core concept of cellular mobile radio.
Users in different geographical areas (in different cells) may
simultaneously use the same frequency. Frequency reuse
drastically increases user capacity and spectrum efficiency.
Frequency reuse causes mutual interference (trade off link
quality versus subscriber capacity).
Co-channel Interference RatioIt is the ratio of co-channel cells and one of the important
parameters for simulating the performance of the system.
Design is only acceptable if this value is more than 17. If
value is in between 15 to 17 then it is acceptable in some
extent. But if value is less than 15, then design of the system
is not acceptable and it shows that there is a high degree of
interference between the co-channel cells. The value of
CCIR is generated on the basis of the formulae given below.
And we can also generate the CCIR formula for different
location area of the cells [2].

where,
m denotes the maximum number of co-channel cells;
γ is propagation path loss and its value is varied between 2 to
5;
DK is the distance from the kth cell;
R is the radius of the cell;
C/I is the co-channel interference ratio.
3.2 Node Auto-configuration in MANETs
The TCP/IP protocol allows the different nodes from the
network to communicate. This is done by associating a
distinct IP address to each node of the same network. There
is a server or node which assigns these IP addresses in wired
or wireless networks with an infrastructure. But in Mobile
ad-hoc networks, some protocol is needed to perform this
function due to lack of centralized entity. This protocol
performs the network configuration in a dynamic and
automatic way, which utilizes all the nodes of the network or
a part of it, as if they were servers that manage IP addresses.
Due to dynamic technology of mobile ad hoc networks
constant movement of the nodes that can join and leave the
network frequently and simultaneously. Auto configuration
protocols are faced with various problems that guarantee the
uniqueness of IP addresses and allows network partitioning
and merging. It is said that, to guarantee the correct
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functioning of the network, the protocols should achieve
some objectives. These objectives include assigning unique
IP addresses, functioning correctly, fix the problems derived
from the loss of messages, allow the multi-hop routing,
minimizing the additional packet traffic in the network,
verify the existence of competing petitions for an IP address
and conduct synchronization [1].
Filter-based Addressing ProtocolFAP aims to dynamically auto configure network addresses,
resolving collisions with a low control load, even in joining
or merging events. To achieve all these objectives, it uses a
distributed compact filter to represent the current set of
allocated addresses. This filter is present at every node to
simplify frequent node joining events and reduce the control
overhead required to solve address collisions inherent in
random assignments. Moreover, the filter signature which is
the hash of the address filter, acts as a partition identifier.
The filter signature is an important feature for easily
detecting network merging events, in which address conflicts
may occur. There is a use of two different filters: the Bloom
filter, which is based on hash functions and the Sequence
filter, which compresses data based on the address sequence.
Procedures of FAP
1. Network Initialization:The network initialization procedure deals with the autoconfiguration of the initial set of nodes. Two different
scenarios can happen at the initialization: the joining nodes
arrive one after the other with a long enough interval
between them, called gradual initialization, or all the nodes
arrive at the same time, called abrupt initialization. Most
protocols assume the gradual scenario with a large time
interval between the arrival of the first and the second
joining nodes.
2. Node Ingress and Network Merging Events
After the initialization, each node starts broadcasting
periodic Hello messages containing its address filter
signature. Upon the reception of a Hello, neighbors evaluate
whether the signature in the message is the same as its own
signature to detect merging events. Only the nodes that have
already joined the network are able to send Hello messages,
receive a request of a node to join the network, and detect
merging events.
3. Node Departure
When a node leaves the network, its address should become
available for the other nodes. If the departing node is
correctly shut down, it floods the network with a notification
to remove its address from the address filter. If the departing
node does not notify the network, the address remains
allocated in the filters, which can make the available
addresses scarce with time.
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Figure 3: Messages of FAP for initialization, joining node
and partition merging procedures. (a) Hello. (b) AREQ. (c)
AF. (d) Partition

1) Time waiting for hellos (TL)
2) Identify a joining node procedure
3) Store filter and select an available address, such as A
(a)

1)Detect a merge event due to a different filter signature in
the Hello
2)Merge filters
3)Merge filters and check for collisions because partition 1
is greater than partition 2
4)Merge filters
5)Merge filters and check for collisions because M=0
(b)
Figure 4: FAP schemes for node ingress and network
merge.
(a) Node ingress.
(b) Partition detection and merge.

4. Simulation Results
NS-2 simulator is being used for the proposed system. NS2
is an open-source event-driven simulator designed
specifically for research in computer communication
networks. Network Simulator (Version 2), widely known as
NS2, is simply an event driven simulation tool that has
proved useful in studying the dynamic nature of
communication networks. Simulation of wired as well as
wireless network functions and protocols (e.g., routing
algorithms, TCP, UDP) can be done using NS2. In general,
NS2 provides users with a way of specifying such network
protocols and simulating their corresponding behaviors.
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Table.1: Channel Allocation table
 At time 2.42s
Cell (CH)
1 (0)
2 (56)
3 (57)

 At time 9.11s

Cell (CH)
1 (0)
2 (56)
3 (57)

Channels required
2,18,13,10,23,28,32
38,45,47,52
60

Channels awaiting
3,12,16,7,21,26,31
40,41,50,51
61,67,68,73

Channels alloted
8,18
38
71,78

5. Conclusion and Future Scope
The proposed scheme offers a simple and light weight
mechanism for solving the problem of channel conflicts in
multilevel channel case and thus also makes a system robust
to auto node configuration to avoid address conflicts in
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks. The 3C approach used central
pool of frequencies and thus allocates the frequencies as per
the demand. FAP protocol fits well for dynamic ad hoc
networks with fading channels, frequent partitions and
joining/leaving nodes. Thus, the key idea was to use address
filters to avoid address collisions, reduce control overhead
and decrease the address allocation delay.
Our filter-based protocol increases the protocol robustness to
message losses that is actually an important issue for mobile
ad hoc networks. The use of the hash of the filter instead of a
random number as the partition identifier creates a better
representation of the set of nodes. FAP presents smaller
delays in the joining node procedure and on network
partition merging events than the other proposals, indicating
that the proposed protocol is more suitable for very dynamic
environments.
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